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Summer 2017
As we move into the hottest months of the year it is a good time to provide you some reminders that will help
you mentally prepare for this time period.
Preventative maintenance: changing the filters and keeping the drain line clear go a long way in keeping
the system functioning at capacity and is required per your lease. The more you stay on top of this, the
less likely you will have to submit a maintenance request for the AC. Also, if the AC has "gone out"
and you recently had a storm, power outage, etc. check breakers first.
Regardless of the above, situations still can occur based on age of system, level of use, etc. When the
system appears to be functioning less than normal, alert maintenance at
maintenance@fpmproperties.com immediately. We suggest not waiting a couple of days to see if it
"gets better" on its own.
Be prepared for some type of wait for the service call to actually happen. All the AC vendors are heavily
booked during these months and it is typical for them to run 1-2 days (sometimes longer) out to schedule
a service call due to demand.
In most situations, they can rectify the problem on the spot or get the system cooling until the longer
term solution can be administered. If a part is needed or the system has outlived its useful life, there
could be a time frame for ordering and procuring a part or a system install (which may involve
different technicians and represents bigger blocks of the vendors time)
Once the request is submitted, be assured it is being facilitated. The vendor should be keeping you
informed and if you feel they are not, again alert maintenance at maintenance@fpmproperties.com
immediately so we can get the status information you need.

No amount of emails, calls or text messages can make the process go any faster when the above referenced
dynamics are involved. Be assured these vendors work around the clock during this time of year and are doing
all they can to service everyone as quickly as possible and it is largely based on sequence the requests were
received.
While it sounds curious, technically lack of AC is not an emergency in Florida. The classifications for

emergencies are in your lease and on the website. Do not call the maintenance line unless it is one of the
designated emergencies. Use of maintenance@fpmproperties.com is the best way to get your request facilitated
as quickly as possible and provides you the opportunity to provide as much detail as possible regarding the
symptoms-the more detail, the better. This helps the vendor best prepare for the call. Here are some tips for
what to include in the request:

*Location of the air handler (especially if more than one), *Leaking water? *Running
but not cooling? *Not running at all? *Thermostat reading inaccurately?
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